When introducing new strategies to the existing one, two key issues should be addressed. One is to efficiently distribute computational resources so that the appropriate strategy dominates. The other is to remedy or even eliminate the drawback of inappropriate strategies. Adaptation is a popular and efficient method for strategy adjustments and has been widely studied in the literature. Existing methods commonly involve the trials of multiple strategies and then reward better-performing one with more resources based on their previous performance. As a result, it may not efficiently address those two key issues. On the one hand, they are based on trial-and-error with inappropriate strategies consuming resources. On the other hand, since multiple strategies are involved in the trial, the inappropriate strategies could mislead the search. In this paper, we propose an adaptive differential evolution (DE) with explicit exploitation and exploration controls (Explicit adaptation DE, EaDE), which is the first attempt using offline knowledge to separate multiple strategies to exempt the optimization from trial-and-error. EaDE divides the evolution process into several SCSS (Selective-candidate with similarity selection) generations and adaptive generations. Exploitation and exploration needs are learned in the SCSS generations by a relatively balanced strategy. While in the adaptive generations, to meet these needs, two other alternative strategies, an exploitative one or an explorative one is employed. Experimental studies on 28 benchmark functions confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.
End If
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Here, randi(0,1) is a uniformly distributed random number within (0,1) for each individual i, rank(i) is the fitness ranking (the smaller, the better quality) and NP is the current population size. In this rule, the superior solution is associated with closer candidate while the inferior solution the farther one. GD value controls the greed of the selection rule, the larger GD, the more current solutions select closer candidates and thus the algorithm becomes more exploitative. Fig.1 shows the average distance of offspring from parent solutions in SCSS-L-SHADE with greedy degree GD = 0.5 (denoted as SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5) and the original L-SHADE. It was reported in [2] that SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 performs better than L-SHADE on a wide variety of benchmarks and real-world problems for its synthesis of exploitation (superior part) and exploration (inferior part). Interestingly, the motivation behind strategy adaptation is also to detect and meet the exploitation and exploration needs (EEN). This motivates us to utilize it as a tool for EEN detection.
EaDE (Explicitly adaptive DE)

Strategy pool in EaDE
Besides SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 (marked as S1), two other strategies are maintained in EaDE, i.e. SCSS-L-SHADE with GD = 0.1 and SCSS-L-CIPDE with GD = 0.9, denoted as SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 (marked as S2) and SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 (marked as S3) respectively. The difference between SCSS-L-SHADE and SCSS-L-CIPDE lies in the mutation and crossover operations.
The former employs the "current-to-pbest/1" mutation and classic binomial crossover [21] while the latter uses the collective information powered (CIP) mutation and crossover [22] . The main difference lies in that the guiding vector in "current-to-pbest/1" mutation is the single top-p fittest individual while in CIP powered mutation and crossover, collective information vector of several fittest solutions [22] is used. The principle behind employing these two strategies is that SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 is relatively exploitative while SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 is relatively explorative. To demonstrate these properties, we employed the three strategies to sample three offspring populations , iG u on the same parent population independently at each generation G on 28 30-dimensional (30-D) CEC2013 benchmark functions [23] with maximum function evaluations of 10000×D. For each function, 30 trials were performed.
Define the diversity of the sampled populations as In this experiment, we intended to compare S1 with S2, S3 with S1. To this end, we compared the diversity of the populations generated by S1 and S2, S3 and S1 respectively at each generation and then counted accumulatively. The average times over 30 runs that the population generated by S1 has smaller/larger diversity than the population by S2 are denoted as TS1<S2 and TS1>S2 respectively. Thus, the ratio R1 = TS1<S2/TS1>S2 represents the relative greed of the two strategies. If the value is larger than 1, it means S1 is more exploitative than S2. Similarly, we used ratio R2 = TS3<S1/TS3>S1 for the comparison of S3 and S1. Fig.2 shows the obtained R1 and R2 values on the total 28 functions by the experiment. It is seen that R1 and R2 are larger than 1 on all the functions, indicating that S1 is more exploitative than S2 and S3 is more exploitative than S1 respectively. Based on this observation, we have the following exploitation capability ranking: SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 > SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 > SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 and thus the exploration capability ranking : SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 < SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 < SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1, where ">" means stronger than and "<" means weaker than.
With respect to the choice of GD values, firstly, we classify the 30-D CEC2013 functions into two sets, i.e. Set 1 (larger GD performs better) and Set 2 (smaller GD performs better). Thus, these two sets can be used to examine the exploitation and exploration capabilities of an algorithm respectively. Then we test SCSS-L-CIPDE and SCSS-L-SHADE with eleven GD values (from 0.0 to 1.0 with step of 0.1) on Set 1 and Set 2, respectively. The overall performance ranking by Friedman's test [24] is shown in Table 1 . As suggested by the results, GD = 0.9 and 0.1 are chosen for SCSS-L-CIPDE and SCSS-L-SHADE respectively. The entire evolution is segmented into several non-overlapped intervals with equal number of generations. In each interval, there are SCSS generations and adaptive generations with sizes of LEN and K×LEN respectively, where K is an integer.
Explicit adaptation with exploitation and exploration controls (Ea scheme)
In SCSS generations, SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 is performed and then the total fitness improvements of the superior and inferior parts are calculated respectively as:
  represents a floor function and    is a ceiling function.
In the adjacent adaptive generations, Algorithm 2 is performed. The principle behind this design is as follows: According to Section 2, the superior and inferior solutions in the SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 strategy are responsible for exploitation and exploration tasks respectively. A larger contribution (i.e. total fitness improvements) of the superior part compared to that of the inferior part indicates that the current stage may need more exploitation attempts. Therefore, an exploitative strategy SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 will be used. Otherwise, if the inferior part contributes more, it is more confident that an explorative strategy is more suitable. With the Ea scheme, the search step is predictively adjusted.
Run SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9
Elseif IMP_S < IMP_I Run SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1
Elseif IMP_S = IMP_I
Run a random strategy of the above two.
End If
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Detection of evolution difficulty
With the "current-to-pbest/1" mutation, in the early evolution stage, compared to the superior solutions, the inferior solutions may be easily guided by the top-p fittest solutions and easier to be improved. Thus, at this stage, it may be unfair to compare these two parts. To address this problem, we proposed a mechanism to detect the difficulty of the evolution stages. At the beginning, the Ea scheme will not be triggered, i.e. Trigger = 0. Then the total fitness improvements of superior and inferior parts within every Q generations (Q is set to 10 in this paper) are recorded respectively, denoted as FI_S and FI_I. If FI_S is larger than FI_I, it means that the current evolution stage becomes difficult and the superior part becomes competitive. Then the Ea scheme is triggered, i.e. Trigger = 1 and adopted until the end of the search. The superior and inferior parts have equal chances to compete. Otherwise, SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 is employed and Trigger = 0.
The complete EaDE algorithm
Combining the above methods, the complete EaDE algorithm is described in Algorithm 3 and shown in Fig. 4 . 
12:
13: End If
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14: Else
15: Trigger = 0, run SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5;
In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. 28 minimization benchmark functions from CEC2013 [23] are considered. Performance of algorithms are measured by the final obtain best solution. Following [23] , solutions smaller than 10 -8 are reported as 0. For each function, 51 trials are performed, each with 10000×D maximum function evaluations. The 5% significance level Wilcoxon signed-rank test [24] is used to compare the performance. When the compared algorithm is significantly worse than, similar to or better than the algorithm under consideration, we mark it using "-", "＝" and "+", respectively.
Parameter settings for EaDE
The initial population size is set to 18×D and linearly decreased to 4 at the end, this setting is kept the same as SCSS-L-SHADE [2] . The size of SCSS generations LEN is set to 30 and the size of adaptive generations is set to K×LEN = 2 × 30 = 60.
Effectiveness of the Ea scheme: comparison with three variants
Firstly, we construct the following three variants to verify the effectiveness of the Ea scheme.
Variant-oppo:
It is an opposite version of Ea, as follows:
Elseif IMP_S < IMP_I Run SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9
Elseif IMP_S = IMP_I Run a random strategy of the above two.
End If
Variant-random: Different from Ea, the two strategies, SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 and SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 are randomly used in this variant.
Variant-TAE:
It is an adaptive with trial-and-error variant, as illustrated in Fig.5 and described as follows:
In trial generations, SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9, SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 and SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 have an equal chance to be used. Then record the total fitness improvements contributed by them respectively, denoted as IMP_CIP and IMP_SHA_0.5 and IMP_SHA_0.1.
In the adjacent adaptive generations,
If IMP_CIP is the unique largest in {IMP_CIP, IMP_SHA_0.5, IMP_SHA_0.1}
Elseif IMP_SHA_0.1 is the unique largest in {IMP_CIP, IMP_SHA_0.5, IMP_SHA_0.1}
Run SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1
Elseif IMP_SHA_0.5 is the unique largest in {IMP_CIP, IMP_SHA_0.5, IMP_SHA_0.1}
Run SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5
Elseif more than one largest value in {IMP_CIP, IMP_SHA_0.5, IMP_SHA_0.1}
Run a random strategy with the largest value.
End If
For a direct comparison, except the above differences, other settings are kept the same as EaDE. Table 2 reports the mean (standard deviations) and comparison results for the 30-D and 50-D cases. The results can be summarized as follows:
(1) EaDE performs significantly better than Variant-oppo, winning in 24 (=11+13) cases and losing in none. This result directly confirms the effectiveness of Ea scheme.
(2) EaDE also outperforms Variant-random with the "win/tie/lose" results of "6/22/0" and "7/21/0" in 30-D and 50-D case respectively with no function losing to Variant-random. Meanwhile, considering the results of Variant-oppo, it is seen that Variant-random performs better than Variant-oppo, further indicating that Variant-oppo is not an appropriate choice.
(3) EaDE without trial-and-error is significantly better than Variant-TAE with trial-and-error in 26 (=13+13) cases and worse in 4 (=2+2) cases. In Section 1, we claimed that "to remedy or even avoid the potential risk brought on by involving the worse strategy in learning is also a challenging task". When introducing a new strategy, it could bring advantages when solving some problems, however, it may also introduce weaknesses in other kinds of problems. To demonstrate this, we consider two 30-D functions, F13 and F22. Table 3 collects the results of the compared algorithms on these functions. As seen from Table 3 , among the three strategies, SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 and SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 have an advantage on only one of the two functions.
Variant-TAE employs the three strategies to try and determine the best one to use in adaptive generations. For F13, it performs better than all the strategies, meaning that Variant-TAE could adapt to appropriate strategies on this function. While for EaDE, it not only performs better than the baselines but also outperforms Variant-TAE. For F22, Variant-TAE could not eliminate the disadvantage of involving SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 and as a result, it loses to SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 although it performs better than the other two strategies. While for EaDE, it overcomes the drawback of SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9. This can be explained by the fact that EaDE employs SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 only when it is needed while Variant-TAE includes it in the trial-and-error process. 
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Effectiveness of the Ea scheme: comparison with three components
Further, EaDE is compared with three components, i.e. SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9, SCSS-L-SHADE_ GD0.1 and SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 on 30-D and 50-D functions, as shown in Table 4 .
As seen, EaDE is better on most of the functions, winning in 79 (=18+10+12+18+9+12) and losing in 8 (=1+5+1+1) cases.
Specifically, SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 outperforms EaDE on F18 in both 30-D and 50-D cases. In most other cases, it is worse than EaDE. SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 performs better than EaDE in 50-D F16 case while on the rest functions, it is worse than or similar to EaDE. For SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5, it is defeated by EaDE in 24 cases and wins in 1 case (50-D F24).
To investigate the usages of strategies, Fig.6 shows the trajectory of the employed strategies at different adaptive generations intervals on 30-D F13 and F22. As seen from Table 4 , SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 is better than SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 when solving F13. Interestingly, in EaDE, SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 is not always used for this function and consequently, EaDE could outperform SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9. For F22, Table 4 shows that SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 is a better choice compared to SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9. In EaDE, SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 is selected in most of the adaptive generations. This may explain the result that EaDE is competitive to SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 while outperforming SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9.
In conclusion, EaDE could effectively adapt to appropriate strategies in most of the cases although there are also a few cases in which it loses to the baselines.
Comparison of EaDE with State-of-the-Art EAs
In this subsection, EaDE is compared with ten state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms (EAs), including eight DEs, namely SaDE [16] , CoDE [11] , MPEDE [6] , CIPDE [22] , jDE [19] , JADE [20] , L-SHADE [21] and jSO [25] , and two CMA-ES [26] variants, namely IPOP-CMA-ES (Increasing population size improved CMA-ES) [27] and HS-ES (Hybrid sampling evolution strategy) [28] . Tables 5 and 6 present the detailed results for 30-D and 50-D cases, respectively. From these two tables, the followings can be observed: (1) EaDE performs better than three multi-strategy DEs, i.e. SaDE, CoDE and MPEDE with the "win/tie/lose" number of "25/2/1", "20/7/1" and "22/5/1" in 30-D case and "25/2/1", "22/4/2" and "23/4/1" in 50-D case.
(2) EaDE performs better than the rest five single-strategy DE variants for the majority of functions. It is better in 90 (=17 (CIPDE)+21(jDE)+20(JADE)+17(L-SHADE)+15(jSO)) and 101(=22(CIPDE)+21(jDE)+22(JADE)+21(L-SHADE)+15(jSO)) and worse in 8 (=2(CIPDE)+2(jDE)+1(JADE)+0(L-SHADE)+3(jSO)) and 12
(=3(CIPDE)+2(jDE)+3(JADE)+0(L-SHADE)+4(jSO)) cases in 30-D and 50-D, respectively. EaDE is driven by multiple strategies and the Ea scheme, making it more flexible in solving a wider variety of functions.
(3) The two CMA-ES variants have unique advantages in solving some functions, e.g. F9, F15, F23, F24 and F27. On most of the rest functions, they are worse than or similar to EaDE.
Comparison of EaDE with ideal SCSS models
In the advanced SCSS-DEs, two independent reproductions are performed to generate two candidates for each parent solution.
Herein, the ideal SCSS-DE models are defined as follows: Two candidates are evaluated and the fitter one is selected as offspring.
Thus, they have 100% accuracy and twice the maximum function evaluations (Max_FEs) are used. Noted that these models are not practical and are only used as references since they consume more function evaluations. Moreover, it should also be remarked that according to [2] , there are a few functions that require high diversity where 100% accuracy may not be optimal. Thus, "ideal" only makes sense for most but not all functions. Despite this fact, higher accuracy generally achieves better overall performance. To demonstrate this, Fig.7 shows the performance ranking of SCSS-L-SHADE with each of the eleven prediction accuracies (from 0.0 to 1.0 with step of 0.1) on 30-D CEC2013 functions by Friedman's test [24] . As seen, performance improves as accuracy increases and 100% accuracy, i.e. 1.0 is the best-performing on the whole function set.
We compared EaDE with the ideal SCSS-L-CIPDE and ideal SCSS-L-SHADE models, as presented in Table 7 . From Table 7 , it is found that EaDE with one Max_FEs is competitive to or even better than the ideal models with twice Max_FEs, winning in 42 (=11+8+14+9) cases and losing in 26 (=6+3+8+9) cases. The reason for such enhancement should be attributed to the introduction of multiple strategies and the strategy control mechanism, i.e. Ea scheme, where exploitation and exploration are adaptively maintained. 
Performance ranking
Predition accuracy Fig.7 Performance ranking of SCSS-L-SHADE with each of the eleven prediction accuracies. The smaller ranking value, the better. 
Performance sensitivity to LEN and K
This subsection investigates the performance sensitivity of EaDE to the parameters LEN and K. To this end, 25 combinations with LEN = {10, 30, 50, 70, 90} and K = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are considered. Fig.8 plots the overall performance ranking of each combination on 30-D functions by Friedman's test [24] . It is seen that performance of large LEN and K values, i.e. 90 and 5 is worse than other combinations.
For other settings, it is not very sensitive. Among all the settings, LEN = 30 and K = 2 achieves the best ranking.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new strategy adaptation method with explicit exploitation and exploration controls, i.e. Ea scheme is proposed.
Based on Ea, we construct a new DE, named EaDE. In EaDE, the evolution process is divided into several SCSS generations and adaptive generations. In SCSS generations, SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.5 is employed to detect the exploitation and exploration needs.
In adaptive generations, an exploitative strategy, i.e. SCSS-L-CIPDE_GD0.9 or an explorative strategy, i.e. SCSS-L-SHADE_GD0.1 is predictively used. We have compared EaDE with three variants, three components, eight state-of-the-art DEs and two advanced CMA-ES variants, as well as the ideal SCSS models to identify its effectiveness.
Experimental results show that: (1) EaDE significantly outperforms the variants and components; (2) EaDE performs better than state-of-the-art EAs; and (3) EaDE is competitive or even superior to the ideal SCSS models. A possible future direction for this study, will be to investigate the possibility to extend this to other EAs [29] as well as its application in hybrids of different EAs.
The MATLAB code of EaDE will be available at https://zsxhomepage.github.io/.
